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Introduction
first described the phenomenon now known as Relativistic Runaway Electron Avalanche (RREA). RREA starts with a runaway electron that has enough initial energy that it continues to gain energy while traversing an electric field (such as is present in a thunderstorm) despite energy losses primarily due to ionization. Gurevich et al. [1992] showed that when such a runaway electron undergoes Møller scattering, it can excite new free electrons, some of which will then have enough energy to also run away. This shower of high-energy electrons exponentially increases in number as it traverses the electric field. The initial seed electrons for RREAs can be supplied by several different sources, including natural radioactivity and cosmic ray air showers (CRAS). Gurevich et al. [1992 Gurevich et al. [ , 1999 Gurevich et al. [ , 2004 and Gurevich and Zybin [2005] postulated that RREA, seeded by CRASs, can initiate a lightning flash. Marshall et al. [1995] used the measurements from multiple balloon-borne electric field soundings of thunderstorms to support the view that CRASs, via RREA, initiate lightning since they were able to show that the electric field in a thunderstorm rarely increases over the critical value necessary for RREA. Solomon et al. [2001] compared this CRAS initiation hypothesis to the primary alternative hypothesis that lightning flashes are initiated by the enhanced local electric field provided by hydrometers, and they concluded that it is more likely that CRASs are initiating lightning than are hydrometeors. Gurevich et al. [2009] claim to have directly detected an intracloud flash that was initiated by a cosmic ray air shower. Chonis [2009] compared data from the National Lightning Detection Network to cosmic ray data archived by the National Geophysical Data Center and found a correlation between monthly lightning flash rates and monthly galactic cosmic ray flux during the winter season. Finally, Gurevich and Karashtin [2013] combined both the hydrometeor initiation hypothesis and the cosmic ray air shower initiation hypothesis to 10.1002/2016JD025949 argue that hydrometeors in thunderstorms could enhance the electric field created by RREA due to cosmic ray air showers enough to allow cosmic ray air showers with primary energies between 10 11 eV to 10 12 eV to initiate lightning flashes.
Dwyer [2005, 2007, 2010] , Babich et al. [2011] , and Babich et al. [2012] have shown that while RREA seeded by CRASs can, over time, create regions of enhanced electric field, it cannot directly initiate lightning because the low-energy electrons produced by RREA are far too diffuse to significantly affect the conductivity of a thunderstorm. Milikh and Roussel-Dupré [2010] argued that RREA produced an anomalous growth of low-energy electrons, but this was shown by Dwyer and Babich [2011] not to be the case. Rison et al. [2016] examined the initial breakdown of a number of lightning flashes with a lightning mapping array and a lightning interferometer and found that all the lightning flashes were initiated by fast positive breakdown, and so could not have been initiated by RREA.
In the present paper we use a statistical model to compare the time of CRASs detected by a 0.25 km 2 array with the time of lightning mapping array data sources occurring within 8 km of the International Center for Lightning Research and Testing (ICLRT). In section 2 we introduce the ICLRT cosmic ray and LMA networks. In section 3.1 we empirically find the distribution of LMA sources during times without CRASs and use Fisher's Method to show that there is no statistical difference between this empirical distribution and the distribution of LMA sources immediately following CRASs on time scales of 2 ms, 5 ms, 10 ms, and 25 ms. In section 3.2 we show that if the detected CRASs were initiating single LMA sources more than 5% of the time, then we would have found a statistically significant result. Since we do not have any statistical significance, we conclude that less than 5% of detected CRASs could have initiated LMA sources. We discuss these results further in section 4 and conclude in section 5.
Instrumentation

Cosmic Ray Air Shower Measurements
The International Center for Lightning Research and Testing (ICLRT) is a lightning research facility in north central Florida, 7.5 km east of Starke, Florida, where both natural and artificially initiated (triggered from natural thunderstorms using the rocket-and-wire technique) lightning flashes are studied. The ICLRT operates a network of eight plastic particle scintillators that are used to detect the muons associated with cosmic ray air showers. The cosmic ray network is described thoroughly by Hill [2012] . A brief summary follows. Each plastic scintillator has an area of 1 m 2 . The eight scintillators cover an area of about a quarter of a square kilometer. Each plastic scintillator is monitored by two photomultiplier tubes, whose outputs are summed together and transmitted to a central location via fiber optic cabling. At the central location, the data from the eight scintillators are stored on digital oscilloscopes that are triggered whenever four or more of the scintillators detect an energetic particle or particles (mostly muons) from an air shower within a 5 μ s window. The network was activated whenever storms were near the ICLRT.
In order to find the range of cosmic ray primary energies to which our cosmic ray network is sensitive, we integrated an empirical equation for the intensity of cosmic ray flux weighted by the probability to detect the cosmic ray air showers over energy, solid angle, and area, as given in equation (1):
where P(E, , , , Φ) is the probability for the ICLRT cosmic ray network to detect a CRAS of primary energy E, zenith angle of the cosmic ray primary , azimuth angle of the cosmic ray primary , horizontal distance between the ICLRT network and first interaction of the cosmic ray primary , and azimuth angle between the first interaction and the ICLRT network Φ. The integral in equation (1) is taken over the energy of the primary particle dE, solid angle observed by the detector dΩ, and area of the detector dr 2 . I(E) is the intensity of the cosmic ray flux versus primary energy, shown in equation (2) [Gaisser, 1990] .
We approximate the probability of detecting a cosmic ray air shower using a very simple model. First, we approximate the total number of particles on the ground with equation (3) [Gaisser, 1990] , where p = X max −1, X is the slant depth at ground, which is dependent on the zenith angle of the CRAS primary, X max is the slant depth of the shower maximum, which is given by X ′ 0 ln( E ), is 70 g/cm 2 , is 0.074 GeV. X ′ 0 is 34.5 g/cm 2 , and S 0 (E) is 0.04 × (1.0 + 0.0217 × ln( E 10 6 GeV )). We can then relate the density of particles on the ground to the total number of particles using a modified Nishimura-Kamata-Greisen (NKG) formula, shown in equation (4) [Gaisser, 1990] :
where C(s) is given by
B(x, y) is the beta function, s = 1.25, r 1 is the Mollier radius, which is 78 m at sea level, r is the distance between the detector and the cosmic ray air shower core, and (r) is the density of particles on the ground. Note that in equation (4) is different from the in equation (1).
Using equation (4), we found the density and expected number of particles incident on each of the ICLRT scintillators. The Poisson distribution was used to obtain the probability that there was one or more particles incident on each detector. Next, we found the probability that four or more scintillators detected a particle, assuming that if a particle is incident on a detector, then the scintillator will detect the particle. Finally, equation (1) was integrated using a Monte Carlo technique. Figure 1 shows the results binned across energy, demonstrating that the detected CRASs have primary energies between about 10 16 eV and 10 18 eV. The ICLRT cosmic ray network is sensitive to cosmic rays with energies above 10 18 eV, but these cosmic rays are too few to affect our statistical analysis. Figure 2 shows the results binned across the zenith angle of the cosmic ray air showers, demonstrating that 90% of the CRASs detected by the ICLRT have zenith angles less than 38 ∘ . Obviously, the method we use here is highly approximate. We can compare the results to LORA, which is an air shower array installed at the center of LOFAR, a large radio telescope in the Netherlands [Thoudam S. et al., 2014 [Thoudam S. et al., , 2015 . LORA is similar to the ICLRT cosmic ray network. It uses 20 plastic scintillators, slightly over twice as many as the ICLRT, over an area with a diameter of about 320 m, which is a smaller physical area than the ICLRT. LORA is sensitive to cosmic rays with primary energies above 10 16 eV [Thoudam S. et al., 2014 [Thoudam S. et al., , 2015 , indicating that the results of our simulation are reasonable. Furthermore, our simulation gives a total CRAS detection rate of 0.0027 detections/s, which is close to the actual rate of CRAS detections at the ICLRT (0.0060 detections/s).
Lightning Mapping Array
The ICLRT has an eight-station Lightning Mapping Array (LMA) that can locate in 3-D the sources of electrical breakdown in the thundercloud. Typically, these sources are at front of propagating lightning leader channels. The LMA is described in detail in Pilkey [2014] . Each LMA station consists of a VHF (around 70 MHz) antenna, computer, cell antenna, and modem for Internet access, batteries, and a GPS antenna. Signals from the VHF antenna passes through a preamplifier, a VHF channel 4 (66-72 MHZ) band-pass filter, and a log amplifier. The computer analyzes this signal in 10 μ s intervals looking for the time of the peak signal during that interval. If the peak signal amplitude is greater than a certain threshold, then the computer will record the power and time of the signal peak. The threshold floats up and down over time and is set by the computer so that the station records about 1000 signal peaks a second. These data are then saved to on-site drives and regularly collected from each station by hand. A TOA algorithm, using a point source model, is used to find LMA sources in 3-D and time. The timing uncertainty of the ICLRT LMA has been estimated to be 30-40 ns . The goodness of fit for each LMA source is calculated via a reduced chi-square value. The LMA stations are arranged around the ICLRT with baselines on the order of kilometers.
Since the ICLRT is only sensitive to CRASs with zenith angles less than 38 degrees, and Pilkey et al. [2014] showed that thunderstorm charge regions around the ICLRT have altitudes around 10 km and lower, then the CRASs detected by the ICLRT pass through thunderstorm charge regions, when one is present, within a 8 km horizontal distance of the ICLRT. For this reason, the LMA data used in this paper have been filtered to include only LMA sources that are within 8 km of the cosmic ray network. The LMA data have also been filtered to only include sources that have reduced chi-square values less than 1 and have a minimum of 6 stations contributing to each LMA source. This level of filtering is stringent enough that there are very few noise sources during periods of time where there is no electrical activity in the atmosphere. The LMA data was processed in 2 second windows around the time of each CRAS.
Statistical Analysis
Initial Analysis
In order to investigate a possible connection between CRASs and lightning initiation, we will statistically compare our detected CRASs to LMA sources. This, however, is difficult because most LMA sources during a lightning flash will be due to leader propagation and not lightning initiation. Furthermore, it is very possible that the LMA system will not detect the initial breakdown at all and will only detect the subsequent leader. Figure 3 . A graphical representation of when a LMA source is considered temporally coincident with a CRAS or in the background of a CRAS. If a LMA source is dt after the CRAS, then it is temporally coincident with that CRAS, or if the LMA source is within ±ΔT∕2 of the time of the CRAS, then it is considered in the background of the CRAS. The background sources exclude the coincident sources. For this reason, we will consider the scenario that a CRAS propagates through a thunderstorm region and initiates a lightning flash via some physical mechanism. The precise mechanism is not important in our study. This initial breakdown may or may not be detected by the LMA, but it will evolve into a leader which will be detected by the ICLRT LMA. In this way, a CRAS may initiate a lightning flash but we will say that a CRAS "produces" LMA sources, since those LMA sources may only be indirectly due to the CRAS. Thus, we will investigate if CRASs can produce LMA sources. To this end, we will compare the distribution of LMA sources immediately after CRAS to a distribution of LMA sources during times where there were no detected CRAS.
Since we do not know precise time scale of how long it should take a CRAS to produce a LMA source, we will investigate multiple time scales in between the time scale of initial breakdown and the time scale of leader propagation, which is less than 2 ms and about 35 ms, respectively [Rakov and Uman, 2003] .
In order to compare CRASs detected at the ICLRT to the LMA data, we first observed the number of coincident LMA sources that occurred in a period of time of length dt after each CRAS, which will be referred to as C i for the ith cosmic ray air shower. We also observed the number of background LMA sources that occur in some time ±ΔT∕2 around the CRAS, which will be referred to as B i for the ith CRAS. The B i background counts exclude the C i coincident counts. The dt describes the time length of the process in which we are interested, and ΔT is required to be much larger than dt. Here ΔT will always be chosen as 20 times dt. Figure 3 illustrates the relationship between dt, ΔT, and the time associated with the CRAS. The reason we record both the number of coincident LMA sources, C i , and the number of background LMA sources, B i , is so that we can find if C i follows a different distribution between times immediately after a CRAS and times when there are no CRASs. We record B i so that we can compare the distributions of C i between similar lightning processes. That is, if a CRAS occurs during a time when there is no lightning, then B i may be 0 for that CRAS. Then, a C i of 1 or 2 could potentially be statistically significant. But if the CRAS occurs during the middle of a lightning flash, then B i may potentially be large and a C i of 1 or 2 may be exactly what is expected. Therefore, we will only compare the distributions of C i to times that have the same B i . Lastly, since we are only interested in CRASs during thunderstorms, we exclude CRASs that do not have at least one background or coincident LMA source. Figure 4 shows a histogram of number of CRASs versus number of coincident LMA counts for dt = 2 ms. Figure 5 shows a histogram of number of CRAS versus background LMA counts for dt = 2 ms. Figures 6-9 show a histogram of number of CRAS binned by difference between LMA sources before and after each CRAS. Positive differences mean that there are more LMA sources after the CRAS than before. Figure 7 . Histogram of number of CRAS versus differences between LMA sources before and after each CRAS for dt = 5 ms. Positive differences indicate more LMA sources after the CRAS. After measuring C i and B i for each CRAS, we then found the distribution that C i , given B i , should follow if CRASs do not produce LMA sources. This was done by sampling a large number of random times and binning LMA sources into dt and ΔT bins. The times were chosen uniformly across all processed LMA data. We excluded any samples that contained a CRAS in the ΔT bin. We will refer to the resulting empirical probability mass function of the number of counts during dt (C), given the number of counts during ΔT (B), as f (C|B). As before, the B counts in the ΔT bin exclude the C counts in the dt bin. Note that the LMA counts are not independent, and so f (C|B) cannot be modeled by the binomial distribution.
Using our empirical distribution function, we can find a p value for each of our CRAS observations: Figure 10 shows −2ln(p) as a function of C for B = 1 and B = 6, for dt = 2 ms. The challenge is combining the p values into a single statistic. One common method for combining p values is Fisher's Method [Fisher, 1973] , given in equation (6) where, if p i is a continuous, uniformly distributed p value, then TS, the test statistic, would be a chi-square random variable with 2N degrees of freedom. This, however, is not the case for our data since f (C|B) is a discrete distribution, and therefore our p values will not follow a uniform distribution and so the natural log of our p values will not be chi-square distributed.
In order to apply equation (6) we used a Monte Carlo simulation to find the distribution that TS actually follows.
In each run of this Monte Carlo simulation, we looped over every cosmic ray air shower and sampled C from f (C|B i ), found the associated p value, and then calculated TS using equation (6). Using this method we sampled the distribution of TS 6000 times for each dt. Figure 11 shows the results of this simulation for dt = 2 ms. The distribution of TS is similar for different values of dt. Lastly, we can use our distribution of TS to calculate a final p value for actual CRAS data. Under the null hypothesis, that CRAS do not produce LMA sources, the final p value will be a random uniform number between 0 to 1. However, if there are more LMA sources immediately after CRASs than can be explained by f (C|B), then the final p value will become small. If the final p value is small enough, smaller than an alpha value that we set at 0.05, then we can exclude the null hypothesis that CRASs do not initiate LMA sources. The value 0.05 is a normally adopted significance level.
For time spans of dt = 2 ms, 5 ms, 10 ms, and 25 ms, we found final p values of 0.767, 0.962, 0.764, and 0.247, respectively. At these time scales, there were 325, 501, 651, and 936 cosmic ray air showers with at least one associated LMA source. These values, along with TS, are reported in Table 1 . There were a total of 4884 detected CRASs. All of these p values are larger than our alpha value of 0.05, and therefore, we cannot exclude our null hypothesis that CRASs do not produce LMA sources.
In order to demonstrate the typical contribution that individual CRASs make to the total test statistic, TS, we also report the average, standard deviation, maximum, and minimum of −2ln(p i ) for each dt time scale in Table 2 . Notice that out of all four time scales, the largest contribution to TS was 14.34. Figure 12 shows LMA sources of this event, with the LMA sources plotted by altitude (y axis) and time (x axis). The time is in units of ms from the time of the CRAS in question. The LMA sources colored blue happened before the CRAS, and the LMA sources colored red happened after the CRAS. The red bar shows the time of the CRAS, at T = 0. This figure is discussed more in section 4.
Exclusion Level Analysis
Our simple statistical analysis does not provide any evidence that CRASs produce LMA sources. However, it also does not provide any evidence that CRASs never produce LMA sources. In order to set an exclusion level on the maximum percent that CRASs could be producing LMA sources, we need to make an assumption on the distribution of LMA sources ostensibly made by cosmic ray air showers. The simplest assumption we can make is that all CRASs during a thunderstorm have an equal probability of producing precisely one extra LMA source. Obviously this assumption is not entirely correct, some CRASs could have a higher probability and some have a lower probability of producing different numbers of LMA sources. So we will interpret our single probability as the average probability that CRASs could be producing a single LMA source.
With this assumption, we can test the power of our statistical method by performing another Monte Carlo simulation. For each probability to make one additional LMA source that we want to test, we perform many Monte Carlo runs. Each run consists of using the measured B i for each CRAS and randomly samples a C from our empirical distribution, f (C|B i ). Then,for each CRAS, we sample a uniform random number between 0 and 1. If this number is smaller than the probability that we are testing, then we increase C by 1. Finally, we perform the same statistical analysis described in section 3.1. We perform enough runs that the standard error of the average p value at each average probability is smaller than 10 −5 . Figure 13 shows the results of our Monte Carlo simulation for dt = 2 ms, for probabilities to produce one additional LMA source between 0 and 0.1. The points in the plot show the average p value, and the bars show the standard deviation of the p values. It is important to note that the bars shown around each point in Figure 13 are not error bars. We notice three important features in this plot. First, when the average probability to produce one LMA source is zero, the p value is uniformly distributed between 0 and 1; particularly, the average p value is 0.5 and the standard deviation is 1∕ √ 12. This shows that our statistical analysis is mathematically consistent. Second, we see that as the average probability to produce a single LMA source increases, our p value decreases to zero, showing that our statistical analysis is, at least on some level, able to distinguish between situations where CRASs do and do not initiate LMA sources. Lastly, we notice that the average p value drops below our alpha value of 0.05 when the average probability to produce a single LMA source exceeds 0.0483. Since the p values of our data are not below 0.05, we can conclude that no more than 4.83% of detected CRASs could have produced LMA sources on time scales of 2 ms. The Monte Carlo results for dt =5 ms, 10 ms, and 25 ms, are very similar, with exclusion levels of 4.31%, 4.26%, and 3.91%.
Comparison Against a Randomized Data Set
In order to test the consistency of our statistical analysis, we ran another Monte Carlo simulation to test what the results of our analysis would be if the times of the CRASs were assuredly not correlated to times of LMA sources. For each run of this analysis we randomized the time of every detected CRAS individually by picking a random number between 0 and 1 for each CRAS. If the number was 0, then the time of the CRAS was picked to be at the beginning of the 2 s window of LMA data that were processed around that CRAS. If the number was 1, then the time of the CRAS was picked to be at the end of the 2 s window of LMA data, and similarly for numbers in between 0 and 1. Randomized CRAS times picked to be at the beginning and end of the 2 s windows were such that the entire ΔT background bin was still inside of the window of processed LMA data. After randomizing the time of each CRAS individually, we then excluded CRAS that did not have any LMA sources in background or coincident with the new randomized CRAS time. We then performed the same analysis as described above, and we recorded the final value of TS, the p value, the number of CRASs used in the analysis, and the final exclusion level.
We performed 1000 runs for each time scale. Table 3 shows the average, standard deviation, maximum, and minimum of TS for each time scale. Table 4 shows the same statistics for the p values. Table 5 shows the same statistics for the number of CRASs used in the analysis. Finally, Table 6 shows the same statistics for the final exclusion levels. We can see that our results using the measured CRAS times are consistent with the results when the times of the CRAS are randomized.
Discussion
We analyzed 4884 recorded CRASs. However, because we are only interested in CRASs during thunderstorms, we only used data from CRAS that have at least one background or coincident LMA source; i.e., there must be at least one LMA source in the ΔT time span. The analyses performed at time scales of dt = 2 ms, 5 ms, 10 ms, and 25 ms, have 325, 501, 651, and 936 CRASs with at least one background or coincident LMA source. The number of analyzed CRAS does not increase linearly with the increase in time because LMA souces tend to be tightly grouped in time. Notably, the ICLRT often begins to collect data hours before a thunderstorm arrives directly overhead, and does not stop collecting data until it is certain that there is no more chance of overhead thunderstorms. As such, there are long periods of time that the ICLRT collects CRAS data without a thunderstorm directly overhead.
10.1002/2016JD025949
Our LMA filtering is strict enough that, if there are LMA sources within 8 km, then there must be dielectric breakdown, hence a thunderstorm, within 8 km. Pilkey et al. [2014] showed that the charge regions of thunderstorms around the ICLRT tend to have horizontal extents around 8 km. Thus, since the analyzed CRASs occur during thunderstorm activity and traverse thunderstorm charge regions within 8 km radius (as discussed in section 2.2), then most of the CRASs used in this analysis will have passed directly though a thunderstorm charge region. It is possible that there could be CRASs that have coincident LMA sources but propagated at an angle such that they did not actually pass through the thunderstorm. Since such CRASs could potentially appear to produce LMA sources, but not physically able to do so due to not having passed through a thunderstorm, they will produce some bias toward accepting the hypothesis that CRAS do initiate lightning flashes.
Since we exclude all CRASs that do not have at least one coincident or background LMA source, it is also possible that a CRAS could pass through a thunderstorm but not be included in our analysis. This potentially also creates a bias in our results toward accepting the hypothesis that CRAS do initiate lightning flashes. If a CRAS passes through a thunderstorm when there is no electrical activity and does not initiate a lightning flash, then that CRAS would likely not be included in our analysis. But if a CRAS passes through a thunderstorm and does initiate a flash (within the appropriate time span), then that CRAS will be included in our analysis. The amount of bias will depend upon the ratio of time that there is a strong thunderstorm electric field but no lightning flashes and the amount of time with electrical activity within 8 km. Unfortunately, due to a lack of general understanding of thunderstorm electric fields and a lack of data, it is impossible to guess what that ratio might be.
Another source of bias could be created due to the fact that we only use LMA data within 8 km of the ICLRT. It is possible that a lightning flash could initiate outside of the 8 km, and then propagate into our 8 km radius region. In this situation, we can be fairly confident that any detected CRAS could not have initiated that lightning flash, because our detected CRAS can only initiate lightning flashes within 8 km of the ICLRT (see end of section 2.2). With this in mind, there are three possibilities: (1) the CRAS occurred ΔT∕2, or earlier, before the time that the lightning flash propagated into the 8 km radius region, (2) the CRAS occurred within ±ΔT∕2 of the time that the lightning flash propagated into the 8 km diameter region, and (3) the CRAS occurred ΔT∕2, or later, after the time that the lightning flash propagated into the 8 km diameter region. In the first possibility, the CRAS will probably not be included in the analysis since the CRAS will likely not have any coincident or background LMA sources. Note that this possibility will not add any bias to our analysis because the CRAS will be excluded independently of whether it did or did not initiate the lightning flash. In the second possibility, there will be a point in time during the ΔT time span when LMA sources suddenly start occurring. This effect will not produce any bias because the time that LMA sources start being detected in 8 km will be random (with respect to the detected CRAS) and so will be accounted for in our background distribution. Finally, the CRAS in the third possibility would also likely be included in our analysis, but will not introduce any bias since typical lightning phenomena, such as lightning leaders, are accounted for in our empirical background distribution function.
While our analysis as a whole does not show any statistical correlation between CRASs and LMA sources, it is possible that there are a few CRASs that are coincident with the initiation of a lightning flash, but do not have enough significance to affect the results of our analysis. Figure 12 shows the LMA sources during the time of the CRAS with the largest contribution to TS. That is, Figure 12 shows the LMA data during the CRAS that deviates the most from our background distribution. This figure shows a large group of LMA sources, probably a cloud-to-ground lightning flash, that starts just before the CRAS and lasts for over 300 ms. However, the fact that there are a number of LMA sources before the CRAS indicates that this CRAS could not have produced this group of LMA sources.
Our analysis shows that we have no evidence that CRASs detected at the ICLRT, which have zenith angles less than 38 ∘ and primary energies in between 10 16 eV and 10 18 eV, could be producing LMA sources that are strong enough to have chi-square values less than 1, on time scales between 2 ms and 25 ms. Furthermore, our Monte Carlo analysis shows that if the detected CRASs were producing single LMA sources more than 5% of the time, then we should have had statistical significance. For this reason, on average, no more than 5% of CRASs with zenith angles less than 38 ∘ and energies between 10 16 eV and 10 18 eV can be producing LMA sources. More generally, LMA sources are associated with conventional dielectric breakdown, and so no more than 5% of detected CRASs could have initiated any significant dielectric breakdown.
The time scales of 2 ms and 25 ms are significant because 2 ms is just larger than the average length of the lightning initial breakdown period, and 25 ms is near the average duration of the initial stepped leader in negative cloud-to-ground (CG) lightning (around 35 ms) [Rakov and Uman, 2003] . It is possible for our LMA to not capture LMA sources during the short initial breakdown of a lightning flash, and it is conceivable that there are spatially small lightning flashes and phenomena such as narrow bipolar events [Rison et al., 2016] that do not produce a significant number of LMA sources and so cannot be considered by our analysis. However, we observe that most cloud-to-ground and intracloud flashes within 8 km of the ICLRT produce a significant number of LMA sources within a 25 ms time period. Therefore, the probability for a CRAS to produce a single LMA source must be significantly greater than the probability to initiate an entire lightning flash, and we can generalize the results of our analysis and argue that, on average, no more than 5% of detected CRASs could be initiating typical lightning CG or intracloud lightning flashes.
We can extend our results to apply to all CRAS with energies between 10 16 eV and 10 18 eV and zenith angles less than 38 ∘ , since there should not be any other physical shower parameters, other than zenith angle and primary energy, that both influence the likelihood of a cosmic ray air shower initiating a lightning flash and affects the effective area of our detection network. One possibility of an additional parameter that could influence how our results generalize to the cosmic ray population as a whole is X max . The sensitivity of the ICLRT cosmic ray air shower network will change for different values of X max . This change in sensitivity, however, is already mostly taken into account through primary energy and zenith angle.
Furthermore, since cosmic ray air showers with larger primary energies produce more secondary particles, they may also induce more relativistic runaway electron avalanches. As a result, assuming cosmic ray air showers can initiate lightning, then it seems reasonable that the air showers with larger primary energies might be more efficient at initiating lightning than lower energy air showers. Therefore, since the ICLRT cosmic ray network is sensitive to cosmic rays with primary energies between 10 16 eV and 10 18 eV, specifically we found that less than 5% of CRASs with energies lower than 10 18 eV and zenith angles less than 38 ∘ could be initiating lightning flashes. Lastly, it may be possible to use our results to set an upper limit on the probability that a given lightning flash could have been initiated by a CRAS. This, however, would be a difficult task. It would have to take into account storm area, and lightning flash rates from the storms similar to those used in this work, if not the exact same storms. It would also have to account for the fact that the ICLRT network is only sensitive to a small population of all CRAS, and is not sensitive to CRASs with large zenith angles. As such, we will not attempt to derive an upper limit on the probability that any particular lightning flash was initiated by a CRAS here. We can say, however, that if we integrate equation (2) between energies of 10 16 eV and 10 18 eV and zenith angles less than 38 ∘ , then we find that the rate of CRASs is around 1.065 CRASs/km 2 /min, while the lightning flash rate is around 1.7 min −1 for single-peak lightning rate storms that have area around 100 km 2 [Rakov and Uman, 2003] . With this simple model, even if every lightning flash were initiated by CRAS, then only about 1.6% of detectable CRASs would initiate lightning; therefore, we cannot exclude the possibility that lightning flashes are initiated by CRAS.
Conclusion and Summary
In conclusion, we have compared 4884 cosmic ray air showers, which have primary energies from 10 16 eV to 10 18 eV and zenith angles less than 38 ∘ , to LMA data recorded at the ICLRT. We have found no evidence that these detected CRASs initiated lightning flashes. Furthermore, we have found that no more than 5% of CRASs with energies less than 10 18 eV and zenith angles less than 38 ∘ could have initiated lightning flashes.
